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On Oct 19, 2017, at 12:06 PM, DPQ <DPQ007@comcast.net> wrote:

Oct. 19th, 2017:
 
I arrived at Nova Law School early to meet people who were coming to attend 
the Lawyers & Resistance Forum held by the ACLU on the Nova campus.
The Title of the event was "Lawyers and Resistance: Free Speech, Protest, & 
How to Help"
 
I shaved, dressed appropriately and was polite to everyone I encountered.
I gave them a single sheet of paper (attached) and explained it's history ... 
that I personally put a copy of it in every Broward County judge's inbox, and 
that none of them responded ... that I simply wanted to raise awareness of the 
issues raised in the letter.
I added that not one of the judges responded to my 'prayer'.
I then directed them to the entrance doors of the ACLU meeting.
 
About five minutes before the start of the event, the dean of the law school 
ordered me to leave the premises or I would be arrested.
I advised him that his behavior was inappropriate, and hardly a way for a law 
school to treat one of its former students.  
I advised him that the law school should be fostering free speech, not quelching 
it.  His attitude did not change.
 
He said that someone complained.  I doubt that.  Not one of the event 
participants reacted coldly to the few seconds that it took me to give them my 
single sheet of paper and the message behind it.
 
Of course, it is rather ironic that the dean was the lead speaker for this event, 
which advertised the following:
 
Resistance. Protest. Free Speech.
The rights guaranteed to us by the First Amendment have been challenged 
consistently throughout American history, and today is no different. Whether you 
are an attorney, or just interested in learning about free speech, join us on 
Thursday, Oct. 19 to learn how you can defend your rights at Lawyers and 
Resistance: Free Speech, Protest, & How to Help

mailto:DPQ007@comcast.net
https://www.aclufl.org/en/events/lawyers-and-resistance-free-speech-protest-how-help
https://www.aclufl.org/en/events/lawyers-and-resistance-free-speech-protest-how-help
https://nsunews.nova.edu/nova-southeastern-university-names-jon-garon-j-d-as-dean-of-the-shepard-broad-law-center/
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Of course he mentioned that Nova was a private institution.  
He forgot to mention that Nova has accepted millions of dollars of grant money 
from the federal government.
IMHO, this makes them a quasi-public institution, open to any type of free 
speech that does not 'breach the peace'.
 
Of course, I left and returned home.  I'm tired of getting arrested.  Will save 
it for something that really counts.
 
Bruce Toski
 

 
Private Prayer for Judge ________________ 

This prayer is being submitted to all judges in Broward. Supplicant does not have any cases 
pending in Broward. Replies will remain confidential if you so desire, otherwise they may end up 
being included in a chapter in a book that I am working on about judicial tyranny. 

Supplicant prays that his Spirit Guide will lead him to a judge with a soul and a conscience, a 
judge who has the fortitude to ‘buck’ the ‘status-quo’ and help me gain my freedom. 

Question Presented: Why do judges refuse to acknowledge the lawful premise / status of one 
being ‘self-governed’ ... one who is only subject to common law? 

If the first Law of the Land is the Declaration of Independence1; 

... if the first Law for the People of the united states of America vests authority in natural law, 
and further states that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness 
(property in first draft), that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among Men, 
deriving their just powers from the Consent of the governed, that whenever said government 
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to Abolish it; 

... if the Constitution for the People of Florida declares the Common Law and statute laws of 
England to be ‘in force’; 

... if America is truly a nation of laws, not of men and rule by Force; 

... if judges’ Oaths prescribe a fiduciary duty to the People and not to their employer; 

... then why, pray tell are defendants paraded endlessly in front of statute staple hearings 
operating under summary procedures and martial law rule, pursuant to bogus STATES of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nova_Southeastern_University#Research
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Emergency asserted in numerous Executive Orders signed by governors and presidents ? 

Why is it seemingly impossible for one of the People - whose unrebutted status is self-governed2 

- to obtain a Declaratory judgment confirming same ? ..... for without a signed court order ... 
robotic parasites at numerous administrative agencies continue to arrest and extort the People of 
the USA. Only with such an Order will peace, freedom and justice prevail. Only with such an 
Order will a freeman (or woman) finally be able to prosper, concentrate on meaningful pursuits 
and help his fellow man. Only a freeman can expect to receive true Due Process under the Great 
Magna Charta (of 1215, codified 1297) and be free from imprisonment unless first, found guilty 
by a jury of his peers and vicinage (see section 39). 

Does one judge exist in Broward who will remove the ARMY military flag from his/her 
courtroom and replace it with the Flag for the People of Florida; who will administer Justice (not 
judicial tyranny) under long established norms and principles of natural law / equity, common 
law, and submitted evidence instead of false presumptions designed solely to maintain the power 
of the status quo, the Powers That Be ? 

Has the Right of the People to Petition for Redress of Grievances been eliminated by a secret 
Gag Order disseminated by the oligarchic powers that control the U.S.A. ? 

If the supplicant does not receive a response from any of the Broward Judges, then, this will 
constitute further unrebutted proof / evidence that the USA republic, is, no more; that we are all, 
now, economic slaves on the ‘regional’ plantations of Amerika. 

Supplicant prays otherwise. 

Time is of the Essence, All Rights Reserved, At Arms Length, Don Q.
c/o 2361 S.W. 36 Terrace, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

P.S. A free digital PDF of this entreaty, with clickable hyperlinks is available, on request via 
email to DPQ007@comcast.net 

1 First document in the first volume of the Statutes at Large 1789 

2 One who has not given informed consent to the current de-facto government, one with no legal 
nexus to the “United States” or its political subsidiaries, 


